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R~gent Jourdan

Discussed

NMPIRG Meets V\(ith Apodaca
Q

'

By Jon Ward
Sbe thinks it wasn't str()ng
Representa\ives of PIRG met enough. She wants . to put her
with ·Governor Jerry ApQdaca ju(Jgement .in place .of the studen·
July 3 to discuss the recent ts," Coles said:
decisiQ~ of the UNM )Jm1rd of
Mrs. Jourdan was willing to
Regents to overturn New Me~ico eompr9mise. She would accept a
PIRG's funding proposal.
voluntary donation set·up. But
The Governor told PIRG to PJRG is not willing to accept the
·
meet again with Regent Ann compromise.
J ourda.n to try to persuade her to
"l tQld ber that this system
change her vote on the issue.
Regents Jourdan, Jaramillo and
Simms voted against. PIRG.
PIRG took the Governor's ad·
vice and last Saturday Ed Coles,
Vice Chairperson of PIRG talked
with Jourdan by telephone.
By Jon Bowman
COLES SAID Jourdan is stiU
After two days of hearings, tbe
unwilling ·to accept the PIRG UNM .Entrance and Credits Com·
funding the way it is set up now.
mit tee voted yesterday to advise
"Jourdan is still opposed to the general faculty to strike the
mandatory fees and any foreign language provision .from
organization students are forced the higher entrance requiremen·
to join," .he said, .. but, Jourdan ts proposed for UNM.
seemed willing to compromise.
The committee .also endorsed a
Coles told her about different plan which allows for alternative
types of funding available which methods for students who do not
are:
meet the requirements to enter
·
--Enclosed' in each registration UNM.
packet would be a stamped postSeve.n'teen
individuals
card for the student requesting a representing groups from the
=-<.<:'community and from within
refund of the PIRG fee.
-·A combination ch~.~k ..of( UNM testified !luripg ,.the
system where if the student hearings which were requested
didn't want to pay the PIRG fee by the UNM Board of Regents.
he wouldn't have to or if the . Recommendations made by the
student wanted a refund later in · Entrance and Credits Committee
the semester he or she could get will be forwarded to the UNM
it.
faculty (which originally voted in
-·A straight negative.check-off the new requirements) for conwhere the student could sayno.at sideration.
registration or he would be
Strong opposition to the
charged. .
requirements came from LULAO
Coles said Jourdan would not (League of United Latin
accept any of-these different fun- American Citizens) and IMAGE,
ding methods because the both of whom said the new stanstudents do not have a choice in dards could be discriminatory.
the beginning.
. " Henry Casso, Ul'!M · professor
"Mrs. Jourdan keeps playing and director for the National
down the vote in favor of .PIRG. Educational Task Force de La

')does not provide adequate funding to hire professionals which
is the basis· for PIRG." Coles
said.
''Mrs. Jourdan's compromise
makes students efforts· to get
PlRG established on campus
meaningless," he said. ..She
denies the student's right to tax
(Continued on page 10)

Dean Robert Weaver

Nathaniel Wollman

Language Provision Disapproved
Raza, opposed. any change in
requirements until a Hcomprehensiv~ study" is conducted
by UNM and the state's public
schools on possible effects.
A1so speaking in opposition to
the higher standards were
representatives 'from the
Albuquerque Public Schools
(APS), as well as employees of
UNM, including Secondary
Education Professor WilsQn

withho)d enforcement of the will serve to further stifle the infaculty-passed standards.
tellectual growth and economic
The resolution urged an irn· prosperity of the Spanishpact study be done· on ''social, spealting people.
economic and educational'' con· · "We (IMAGE) strongly rccom·
sequences of the changed mend that the Board of Regents
requirements which are set to suspend the revision of ad·
ta-ke effect next year.
mission requir-ements in·
Eloy Gonzales, state director definitely until the State Depart·
of LULAC, also expressed con~ ment of Education or a duly ap·
cern about "the decrease in total pointed task force conducts a
Chicano enrollment suffered at comprehensive review of their
instructional procedures," he
said.
~~ •• this action (the higher entrance requirements) will serve
'l'he principal of Highland High
to further stifle the intellectual growth and economic School in Albuquerque, Max
prosperity of tfle SP_anish-speafc.iJlf!.p-'eJAP~~::c't .
Ihrig, said his school co.uld cope
with the proposed requirements
with. the exception of the two
Ivins and Sven Winther, director UNM.
credits ol foreign language
"This should be a matter of required ohm tering students.
of the Counseling Center.
. Support for the requirements great concern not only to all
Calling the foreign language
came from other employees of UNM officials, but to all New provision "out of line," Ihrig said
UNM. among them Vice Mexico citizens," he said. high school students who did not
President for Academic Affairs "Perhaps some of the problem want to take another language
Chester Travelstead and Ralph lies in limited Chicano par- ''would probably decide to go to
Norman, associate dean of the ticipation in the total UNM staf- another college beside UNM." ·
fing."
College of Arts and Sciences.
. Ihrig, who testified Tuesday
Leo C. Baca, speaking O!).- morning, was followed by Win
Perhaps the most intense
moment~ of the hearings came
behalf of IMAGE {a national Christian, president of the New
Tuesday morning with LULAC's Spanish-speaking • organization Mexico Musi.c Educators
presentation of a resolution centered in Albuquerque), said Association. Responding to the
calJing upon the Ut:lM Regents Wednesday that "this action (the stipulation
in
the
new
and the state legislature to higher entrance requirements)
(Continued 'on page 7)

-Porn House -Proliferate Despite New Law
By Joseph Monahan·
Seven mon'ths ago the city council found itse1f
holding lengthy session~ in which citizens war·
ned that Albuquerque wa,s about to become a
"modern day Sodom. A referendum aimed at
abolishing pornography was on the June 1974
ballot witp the mayoral candidates, the topic
dominated talk shows and it aJJ ended with the
councitapproving an anti-obscenity ordinance.
The law took effect April l, but it is now
languishing in the courts as predicted by the
law's critics. The mayor, as required under the
law, appointed nine members to sit as the
"Board of Review."
THE BOARD IS charged with examining
contested material brought before . it and
deciding if the aJleged pornographer should be
taken to court. If the board feels a court case is
worthwhile it would then pass that recom· ,
mendation on to the mayor who has the final say
on whether the city should prosecute.
That procedure has yet to be tested .in the
courts. What has been tested in part, is the ordinance itself. Last month District Judge
Gerald Fowlie ruled the ordinance would have
to be revised so there would be a set time period
in which the mayor could take an obsMnity case

to court after being notified by the board of
review.
THIS WAS ONLY a technical ruling,
however, and did not address itse1f to the con~
stitutionality of the law. Because of.this sup~
porters of the Jaw say it proved. the ordinance
would survive further legal challenges. Tom
McKenna, lawyer and one of the co-authors of
the law termed the ruling a ••solid victory.''
The city council must now rewrite the law to
comply with Fowlies ruling. That procedure,
however, has not yet started since the council
bas been advised to wait for any further
decisions Fowlie may make. Co~nciUor Joe
Abeyta headed the Health, Welfare and PubJic
Protection Committee (now Health and Human
Res<turccs) when the ordinance was drafted.
ABgY'f' A SAID THE issue o£ obscenity has
died since the council pas.sed the law last year.
He said he has had no phone cans or inquiries on
obscenity. This negative reaction received by
Abeyta seems typical of community reaction.
Pornography houses contit1ue to proliferate and
turn profits.
As for the rtine member pornography board,
they have had several organizational meetings
(Continued on page 10)
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English Dept. Institutes New
Required Course in Ba.sics
By Susan Walton
. The UNM English department
has- instituted a new, mandatory
English course designed for
students lacking in English fun·
damentals.
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By Kathy Perovich
The search for a new director
of the UNM Health Center is in
its second month and members of
the search committee are
requiring aU applications to he in
by August 31.
Dr, Michael Hickey resigned
as director June 1 and is currently the Director for Clinical Ser·
vices at the Bernalillo County
Mental Health Center (BCMHCJ.
Rick Levin, who was hc_ad of
the mental health services at the
Health Center, is .currently serving a.s acting director.
Levin said he would remain as
acting director until a permanent
director was appointed, but that
he was not under consideration
for the position.
A search committee chaired by
Don House, Health Center administrator has placed ads in
sev.eral medical professional
journafs.
"Most of the journals carrying
the ads are just coming out now
so we are not sure of the respon·
se. Our canvassing has really just
started," said Levin,
Harold Lavender, vicepresident for student and campus affairs and the man to whom
the committee will ultimately
report said, "We are not
beseiged with applicants at this
time.
"But I don't have a feeling of
urgency .since everything is
going so well right now," said '
Lavender.
.Prospective caJ~didates for the
position must meet several prerequisites including relevant
clinical, interpersona.l, administrative, and teaching experience, preferably in college
!tealth.
Applicants n.ust be an M.D.

''Two years ago we recognized
UNM students. taking English
courses f1>r the first time and in· an increase in the number of
coming freshmen will be required students witho1,1t English fun·
to enroll in English 100 if they damentals which past students
had American College Test had,." said Joseph Zavadil, chair·
(ACT) English sc~>res 1>f 18 or man of the English department.
below.
English 100 will teach students
to write "coherent and correct
English," said David McPherson,
associate Engisb professor.

-----------------------------------------
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Zavadil said the decision to
make the ACT score cut-off "was
made on the basis of a carefully
conducted sample," and the per·
formanee of students' writing
ability.
He estimated there would be
between 35 .and 40 sections of the
new course, but said an exact
number of sections would. not be
available until after walkthrough registration.
The course falls between
"English 010,'' a remedial course
which is now part of the Com·
munity College, and English 101.
It will carry three hours of elec·
tive credit, but will not apply
toward English majors or minors
and the credits cannot be used to
fill group requirements for Arts
& Sciimces.

se may test out of it by taking an
essay exam given by.. their
English 100 professor dunng the
first week of school:
They may then drop the course
through.drop-add and move on to
English 101 if they wish.
"We've m11de two tries to get
the program start.ed," said
Zavadil. "We hope it works."
He said "there is no connection.
between the entrance standards"
the University establishes and
"the student's capability of
writing."
"Unless the students use one
or a half of one credit (high school
credits) in writing courses they
will still need this course," he
continued.
Zavadil said they were not involved in the argument over en·
trance requirements, but he said
he personally favored requiring
that one of the three high school
Ehgli.sh credits be in com·
position.
·

Dr. Marc Simmons

Rio Grande Witchery
Lecture Unenchanting
Review by Orlando·Medina
The standing room only crowd which filled th.e SUB Ballroom Monday night to attend the "Lecture Under The Stars'' program expected
to be glued to their seats with tales of witches, goblins and the
·
weeping screams of "La Llorona."
Instead most of the tears came from the rather bored audience who
preferred to pursue the free lemonade.
Dr. Marc Simmons, an expert in New Mexico history, spoke on the
subject of Witchcraft on the Rio Grande but unfortunately spent most
of the evening describing how he holds no beliefs or disbeliefs in wit·
chcraft.
·
AFTER HEARING A RATHER lengthy introduction of Dt. Sim·
mons (including how he was in a mule shoeing contest), the (fun~filled)
doctor warmed up the throngs with a tale of one of his previous
speeches and a rather·bad pun.
The tale describing his previous speech concerned how unusual
things happened during the speech and he was later informed there
was a witch in the audience.
The pun amounted to, "If there are any witches in the audience, I
hope y(m'll take my remarks in the proper spirit."
SIMMONS THEN PROCEEDED into a socio-historical dissertation on the causes and effects of witchcraft in Europe and New
Mexico.
Perhaps the highlight of the evening came when Simmons relayed
what appeared to be a tale of witchcraft in old New Mexico.
With anti.cipation in their glittering eyes, the audience held their
breath, crossed themselves, and prepared to get the "hell scared out
ofthem."
_
.
.
,
Unfortunately the tale that unfolded was that of a misplaced
capital-minded German who was caught up in the last dying breath of
the Spanish Inquisition.
THE HARD LUCK BAVARIAN made the fatal mistake of trying
to con some o~ the local Indian population into "swallowing paper with
magic formulas written on it" to protect themselves' against 'their
enemies' weapons.
The local clergy overheard and the man_ was sent to Mexico to stand
trial. He later escaped but was slain by some other Indians (He should
.
have swallowed the paper.)
Simmons said he got most of his stories from historical documents
and that an unusually good source of stories came from his barber in
Santa Fe.
The lecture would have been greatly improved if it had been
delivered by his barber.
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It Sounds

Incredible
BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ
THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES
At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.

~

You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other peOple hove done it. People who
hiVe d_ifferent jobs, different lOs, different interests, different educations have
rompleted the course. Our graduates are people from all walks of life, These
people have all taken _a course developed by Evelyn Wood_.. a prOminent
educator. Practically all otthem at least tripled their reading speed with equal or
better comprehension. Most have increased it even niore.

.,\

Think for a moment what that ·means. Alf of them-even the slowest-now read

an ....erage novel in tess than two hours. They read an entlre issue of iltne or
Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don't skip or skim. They read every word, TheY
uso.no matt>ines. Instead, they let the material they're reading dete,mlne how
fiSt they real. And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember
more1 al)d enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right! They
iUKier:stand more .. They remember more. They ertjoy more. You can do the same

This Is the same course President Kennedy hod his Joint Chiefs .of Stat! take,
The staff of President Nixon completed this couroeln June1970. The ..mo one
Senators and Congressmen have taken.
Come to a Mlni·Looson and find out. It is free to you and you will leave with a
better understanding of why It works. One thing that might bother YOu about
your reading speed is that someone might find out how slow It Is. The
Instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Oynamlcs F"e Speed Reeding lesson
will lot you keep your secret. It's true we practlca tho first step to Improved
reading at a Mini• Lesson and wo wHI Increase vour reading sptoed on the sp()t, but
the results will remain your secret:.Pian to attend a free· Minl·le5SOn and learn
that it is possible •o read 345 times faster, with comparable eomprchensfon.

~

Y_ou can depend ori a
Honcb Civic to be economical. And it got 41 mpg for
our 4-speed acc:ordinq to
EPA lab tests for highway
driving. Low mlintenance
costs, too. You can also
depend 011 its performance.
Come in .for a test drive
ani! let us show you all its

ad~tages.S2S49

U>lng-tho place to learn more about It Is ate free speed reeding lesson,

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS--------w
You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!

You can
bankonit.

'

Harold Lavender

i

llond• ·Civic Sedan

Friday Afternoon Special
Delicious Imported Cheese
And French Bread
For Your Pleasure

from an accredited medical
college and possess a license to
practice .medicine according to
laws of the State of New Mexico,
Candidates must show an in·
terest and ability to relate with
people and a commitment to
provide exemplary medical ser·
vice to them, with. appreciation
for the problems of educational
institutions.
"We also have a couple of new
doctors coming into the Health
Center. They will probably be
here in a couple of months and
one of them is a UNM graduate.''
said Lavender.

Tnditionally, ASUNM pays for the validation labels on the back of
the student ID cards, but since no money was allocated for that pur·
pose this year, the administration will probably pick up half the tab,
ASUNM president Alan Wilson aaid he had already discussed tho
matter with Harold Lavender, vice-president for student affairs, an~
John Perovich, vice-president for b\lsincss and finance.
"Per1>vich said he felt there wo1.1ld be .no problem in the (the ad·
ministration) picking up half ($500)," said Wilson,
.
·
Although the money is not allocated at this time, Wilson said the
ASUNM Senate would be asked to allocate the remainder of the
money.
If Senate refuses to allocate the needed funds, Wilson said he would
talk again with Perovich "to see if he has any other recours~ for get·
ting thll money.
"If he (Perovich) doesn't, I imagine the money will be taken from
the general f\tnd (of student .government)," he said. "We simply have
to realize that that $500 is already g\lne."
Lavender said the cost will probably be split since the ad·
ministration also makes \lse of the stickers.

!

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur.

4:30-6:00

I.D. Validation Label
Costs May Be Split

Group Seeks Head
For Health Center

*

TODAY LAST DAY
4.00 & 8:00pm
University of New Mexico Business Ad. Bldg. and
Whit~ Winrock Motel, Winrock Shopping Center
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Perspective

WHO WERE YOU

UNM: Traditional Elitist

Editorial

A Question Of ·
Civil Disobedience
In our last editorial we brought up the question of civil disobedience.
1::
Our rationale for supportln,g some type of civil disobediance on campus
Ill
stemmed from the numerous student decisions overturned by the UNM
z Regents. The most recent action being P\RG's denial of funding by the
..,; Heg ents,
~
The latest in this course of events is PI RG's meeting with Governor
~ Jerry Apodaca and Regent Ann Jourdan. ·
.
PIRG met with Apodaca and he told them to confer with Joudan again.
They did and Jourdan refused to change her mind. This was another attempt to follow "the proper channels" and once again it was a slap in
student's faces.
Our case for civil disobedience was directed at the Regents for their
"
repeated lack of concern for students.
However at this time we would like to include a few other groups that
have blatantly ignored the student population.
These groups include the UNM administration and the faculty.
To put it bluntly, fellow students, we have been had.
In the case of the UNM administration, we are simply mindless bodies
that occupy space and are used for justifying funds from the state
legislature.
When It comes time lo lobby the legislature for funds, we are, as one
state senator put it, "rubber stamps for what the administration wants."
As for the UNM faculty it is difficult to judge whether they place more
emphasis on the students or on their jobs.
An example of this emphasis was seen when the general faculty voted
for the proposed higher entrance requirements without attempting to get
student input.
It was after the Regents received numerous complaints from outside the
University and the requirements were referred back to the faculty Entrance
and Credits Committee that any input came in.
Whether the faculty and those administrators will listen to the input will
depend on the committee's recommendations and the vote of the general
faculty.
Until a decision is reached on the proposed requirements the question of
student input into faculty decisions will still be up in the air.
The University community is always attempting to revive "school spirit"
atUNM.
However, "school spirit" such as the blatant disregard for students'
right is dying.
It is yp to the student body to revive the campus in spirit and basic rights
and the only alternative seems to lie in civil disobedience.

by Garry Trudeau
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Student Input And PIRG
Editor:
ner toward student input and
The recent decision by the Board desires, which have been overof Regents concerning the fee in- whelmingly in support of NMPIRG.
crease for the New Mexico Public Both last spring, when an absolute
Interest Research Group (NMPIRG} majority of the entire student body
deserves considerable attention, petitioned the Regents to- allow
The issue is not so much the life or students to set up and fund a PIRG,
death of NMPIRG, but rather the and again this spring, when the unmuch larger implications this dergraduates voted almost two-todecision has on the input allowed one to increase our activity fee to
by students in university policy and iund NMPIRG, the majority to
decision-making. In particular, Regents seemed unconcerned with
what control do we as students that kind of input and voted as if
student sentiment on the issue was
have over our own education?
The first and most frightening nonexistent.
implication lies in the Regents' , The third point is that for years
failure to ratify a democratic Vote university administrations and
by the student body, The very basis governing bodies arond the country
of our society depends on the will have repeatedly encouraged
of the people to express their students to work within the system
desires concerning the issues of the rather than going outside of it. NMday. These desires are voiced in PIRG presented the Regents with
open, democratic elections where just such a proposal. It proposed a
the majority rules and the rights of clinical education program that
the minority are protected as much would enable students to become
as possible. The Regents have involved in ''real-life" issues and
disrega.rded this fundamental aflow us to offer constructive
democratic process and have voted solutions to social problems by
on their own personal prejudices.
going through established governSecondly, the Regents have ac- mental channels. Regental responted in a totally unresponsive man- se to this proposal was negative,

with one Regent going so far as to
insinuate that NMPIRG and its
tudent organizers were antiAmerican-we strongly resent
those implications!
The fourth point is that the
R11gents as public officials have acr
ted arbitrarily and inconsistently.
Having already approved a fee in·
crease for the graduate students
this past February, they then rejected an identical fee increase for the
undergraduates. Constructive longrange planning for any organization
surely can not be accomplishe~
with this kind of decision-making. ·
Finally, the Regents have denied
students a very fundamental right,
that is, the right of self-taxation.
Self-taxation allows a group, in this
case students, to become independently capable of determining our own educational goals
and setting up our own educational
programs as we see fit. Without
this right we are at the mercy of the
university to fund only those
programs that they deem ap- •
propriate (given the mandatory
athletic fee, it seems quite obvious
that NMPIRG and football are at
different ends of the spectrum).
We cannot accept this as a final
decision on this matter, and NM·
PIRG is going to pursue all possible
alternatives to achieve an acceptable response from the Board
of Regents.
Under no circumstances will we
allow this matter to be swept under
the rug and forgotten with the
passage of time. Again, this is a
matter that adversely affects all
students and one that cannot go
unchallenged, As a first step, we .
urge all students to write to the
Regents and express your concern
on this issue:

Editor:
.
The rationale behind the University Architect's office defense of the
tearing down of the old trees north of Mitchell Hall seems to be without
merit. They say they are turning the area into a park similar to the area
south of Scholes Hall. In order to do this they apparently feel it necessary
to destroy beauty in order to get it {this is similar to the situation in Viet"
nam of destroying a village in order to save it).
So, in they go with their bull·dozers destroying beauty that has taken
twenty or more years to develop in order to give us the promise of beauty
at some indefinite time in the future when none of us currently on campus
will be able to enjoy it.
.
In the meantime, all we have to look at is the ugliness left by their
bulldozers and possibly a few scrawny, young trees. It seems to me that
the planning committee that allows.this type of absurdityto exist needs to
have a representative who is concerned with the present here and now
and riot .always some long range "plan" which never is realized because of
FOR
the constant bureaucratic need to project for the future while they screw•
pup the present.
Mr. Calvin P. Horn
Edwin M. Zurawski 1'.0. Box 8765
Albuq., N.. M. 87108
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By Alfred Santistevan
from state government. This could
The Regents <Jnd faculty, will be b.e caused bY the lack of r{lspon·
reconsidering the higher .admission siveness by the Univeristy to the
standards fiiis summer and fall.
needs of the students and the enIt will be decided whether the tire population of New Mexico. It is
. University
of New Mexico takes a. no secret in Santa Fe that
I
step backward into the traditional minorities are not even close to
elitist form of education from the being proportionillly represented at
modern form of egalitarianism. It the University of New Mexico.
should decide to keep serving a
Higher entrance standards have
mass clientele rather tha.h a seleG:t already cost the University a sizable
group.
amount of money in the past
This is and will continue to be the legislative session. The University's
most important issue to be ad- ability to receive greater funding
dressed by all students {especially from the state could be adversely
the minorities} in the upcoming affected by the standards, even ·
year, I totally disagree with the more so in the l.Jpcoming session.
proposed policy.
The faculty decision was made
Minorities make up at lellst 48 without sufficient scientific and
pet cent of the population .of New scholarly data as to the impact of
Mexuco. While at the University we the new standards on the 88 school
are a miniscule proportion of the districts. At the present time, a
total student population. Higher total of 63 school districts would be
. standards will only exacerbate the graduating students that could not
situation.
Faculty representation of
DOONESBURY
minorities is a remarkable seven per
cent. Is this being responsible to
the total population of New
Mexico?
The new entrance standards will
OKAY!
definitely compound the disparity.
YOUke C:W,
Especially with minority enrollment
GXCGUCNCY/
.........
at the University already
decreasing, Would it not seem that
the University is elitist?
The administration and faculty
complain of the lack of funding

meet entrance requirements to the
University of New Mexico. ·
The University of New Mexico
policy on entrance requirements
was made exclusive of any comprehensive plan, or study. The
University of New Mexico should
withhold enforcement o.f the
University's policy changes on entrance requirements until such time
as an impact study as to the social
economic, and educational impact
ofthe pollcy has. beer\ made.
The University can no longer
take actions without considering
the effect of those actions on the
city, county, Jlnd state.
The Eight Year Study found the
matter of pre-requirements to be of
limited value in college. The desires
of the student will be more important than the courses he completed in high school.

by Garry Trudeau

SUPPLIES

Acetate &. Jl<lptlrs
Color separation & Overlays
FORMATT /CHARTPAK/L!':TRASET
CASTHL & KOH·I·NOOR ptlns
Retouch & lllu.mator.s Colors
Chi!rt & Graphic tapes
Spray fixatives/portfolios
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L&nGELLS

2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE (505)266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candelaria
PHONE 344-5002
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AGAINST;
Dr. Albert G. Simms II
Suite503
Presbyterian Professional Bldg.
201 Cedar S.E.
Albuq., N.M. 87106
Mr. Henry Jaramillo, Jr.
P~O. aox 545
Ranchers State Bank
Belen, N.M. 87002,

•

Mrs. William A. Jourdan
1111 Cimarron Rd.
Hobbs, N.M. 88240

for rock climbing,

John Liebendorfer
NMPIRG Chairperson

hiking and camping.

Sundae dinner.
brazier
University Dairy Queen
0 Reg.U,S, -Pat. Off, Am. D. Q. Corp.
© 1973 Am. o. Q. Corp.

(across from Popejoy Hall)

Cov,rteous service with a
complete line of
~ountainee1·ing and
backpacking gear.
• Sierra Designs
e Gerry e Alp Sport
e North Face • Camp 7
6307 Menau1 N.E.
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Group's Office Move
Temporarily Stopped

Language

An effort by the UNM administration to have Project Consejo (a
peer counseling group for students) moved from Mesa Vista .Hall to
smaller quarters t~t Chicano Studies has been temporarily abandoned.
UNM Vicc President for Student and Campus Affairs Harold
Lavender authorized the office ch;tngc in June which would allow Dan
Chavez, director of the College Enrichment Program, usc of the Mesa
Vista facilities now belonging to Project Conscjo.
Chavez, however, is postponing his move into the office.
"Chavez was supposed to move in, but he has said .they (Consejo)
could stay if they wanted," 8aid Alan Wilson, ASUNM President, who
is also responsible fo1' warldng with Lavender on the question of room
assignments for .student groups.
.
'"!'his doesn't change Consejo's status, though,'' Wilson said. '"!'heir
status in Mesa Vista has always been temporary and that's what it is
now."
Co-coordinator of Project Consejo, Diane Naranjo, said the group
"never received a memo officially stating that we would be evicted or
that we would be allowed to.stay ."
·
She ~aid members of Project Conscjo earlier met with Lavender on
the subject, but tbey have not had any recent meetings with him to
determine the grqup's room status for next semester.

Concrete Lake to Replace Parking,
Trees With Waterfall, Sanctuaries

LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE
Announces

2nd Annual Pre-Bicentennial Sale
24% Discount on All
New Books
•

(except text editions)

For Month of July
Hours: 10·5 Weekdays 10·5 Saturdays 1-5 Sundays
Across from UNM on Central

9

l1®\Yl0 ~" JEANS
BRUSH
DENIM
Lt. Blue, Green, Navy,
Tan, Brown, Yellow,
Black, White

$14.50

lobo
MENS
SHOP
21 20 Central S.E.
243-6954

The plot of land between 'Zimmerman Library
and Scholes Hall is being made-over into a concrete
lake.
,
Construction on the project started June 30
when ·bulldozers ftom the· John R. Lavis Con·
struction Co. started tearing up a small stretch of
Yale and all the Chinese elms in the area. The Y·1
building, once the home o[ Air Force ROTC and
Women Studies, will also be demolished.
The new lake will have waterfalls in it and con·
versation areas around it where students can sit
and not be disturbed by others.
The project took away 155 parking spaces from
the already tight parking situation on campus. A
new parking area constructed from the corner of
Buena Vista· and Roma to the old University

Boulevard added only 22 new spaces. Waltj.lr
Birge, manager of parking services admits the new
landscaping "causes displacement."
Birge said new parking areas are in the works,
but are not yet under con!>truction. He said some of
the funds have not yet been approved, One
problem he said is the Board of Regents refusal to
tear down the old Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house
at the corner of University and Rom a.
The concrete lake is costing the University
$237,000. Another $15,800 will go for landscaping
the area between Ortega Hall and Mitchell Hall.
The new landscaping is part of a larger UNM
project started three years ago to landscape the
land frdm Scholes Hall to the' Anthropology
Building. ·

(Continued from page 1)
requirements which would bar
credits
in
music
and
physical education in high .school
from counting toward entrance
at UNM, Christian warned the
committee that "the University
was making ensemble music an
inferior course.''
He was countered by William
Huber, dean of the University
College and .member of the committee, who said "it wasn't a
question of making the courses
inferior,
but
one
of
distinguishing ensemble courses
from music theory courses."
Huber said he did not mind
counting high school credit (qr
ensemble music courses, but he
oppqsed averaging the grade
with those received for courses
in the required subjects.
Billy Fickel, director of Secon·
dary Ed uca.tion for
the
Albuquerque Public Schools,
spoke next. Fickel said APS is
particularly concerned with the
proposed requirement in foreign
languages.
"It is already causing

Tne final interim committee established to date,
the Committee on Elections Procedures, will be
chaired by Becky Lowry. Also on the committee
are Mike Benavidez, Mary Voldahl and Susan
Walton.
The actual Constitutional convention is set for
August and will likely be comprised of members
from the interim committees, as well as other
.
students.
, "I'm hoping a l~rge number of people who aren't
mvolved now wtll become involved at the con·
vention level," said President Wilson.
"People on the interim committees are not
necessarily going to be excluded from the convention, but I hope students with new input will
participate," he said.
·Applications are still available for students who
want. to partake in the event. They can be picked
up in the ASUNM office, room 242 of the SUB.

;,;-,;r

t
Henry Casso

,,~

ASUNM Pres. Alan Wilson
be given to standardi~ed test."
This contention was seconded
later in the day by Sven Winther
of the UNM Coun.seling Genter
who advised "against using ACT
!>cores in determining entrance
to UNM.
"There's no such thing as a
culture-free test," he said. "The
· b'1ased agams
· t ve t erans,
AcT ts
older students and liberated
women. It was built to measure
upper middle class children in
finishing schools."

Psychology Professor Ralph
Norman, who is also associate
dean of the College of Arts &
Sciences, preceded Winther.
Speaking in favor of the proposed
requirements, Norman warned
that "UNM graduates are going
to have to compete with
graduates from all over the
region.
"Of all the universitie$ in this
whole region, we have the easiest
admission stGndards," he said.
Norman cited statistics he had
collected which showed UNM
students came to the University
less prepared in social studies,
English, mathematics, natural
sciences and foreign language$ in
comparison with the students
who enrolled in 1967. The same
statistics detailed greater high
school preparation in the arts
and...humanities."
"We live in a highly
technological world," Norman
said. "In this era, it is essential
(Continued on page 10)
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FRESHPERSONS!
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
FOR A small CLASS
G.S. 111 Freshn1an General
Studies Seminar (3)
•

Broad general reading and class
discussion for freshmen, with senior
honors
students
acting
as
discussion leaders under faculty
direction.
Thes~ .8-hour seminars, limited to 10 fresh·

persons each, are open to all first year students.
They will fulfill part of the course requirements
for students who later enroll in the General
Honors Program. They are NO.T English courses.
There are 13 sections offered Class cards will be available
at summer walk-through registrations and at regular walk·
through registration. Below is the schedule for Fall semester,
-1975:

From $69.00 up.
Hear them now at Hudson's!

G.S. 111 001. Friday, 11:30-1:20 p.m. Humanities 152.
G.S. 111 002. Wednesday, 12:30-2:20 p.m. Humanities 134.
G.S.111 003. Wednesday, 7:00·8:50 p.m. Humanities 144.
G.S.ill-004. Tuesday, 12:30·2:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
G.S. 111 005. Thursday, 3:30-5:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
G.S. 111 006; Thursday, 2:00-3:50 p.m. Humanities 148.
G.S. 111 007. Tuesday, 2:00-3:50 p.m. Humanities 134.
G.S. 111 008. Thursday, 5:30~7:20 p.m. Humanities 152.
GS. 111 009. · Monday, 2:304:20 p.m. Humanities 152.
G.S. 111 .010. Monday, 12:30-2:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
G.S. 111 011. Wednesday, 10:30·12:20 p.m. Humanities 148.
G.S. 111 012. Monday, 7:30:9,:20 p.m. Humanities 134.
G.S. 111 013. Monday, 1:30-3:20 p.m. Humanities 148.

HI·FI · STEREO

Descriptions of the courses, with book lists, are available at
the General Studies table at registration and at the Honors
Center {ground floor, west wing, Humanities building).
Sophomore General Studies seminars are also available for
returning and transfer students. Come to the General Studies
table or the Honors Center for schedule and descriptions.

PLASMA

_RESIDENCE

605 Yale SE

Eloy Gonzales

BLOOD

9:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

~
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THE BIKE SHOP

"

Earn $10 a week
donate twice weekly

1307 CENTRAL NE
•

eBICYCLES
Peugeot
Mlzutani
Takara
ePARTS
eACCESSORIES
eREPAIRS

CASH?

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

Pepino's On Cerltral

•PADDLEBALL RACQUETS
and BALlS

DO YOU NEED

DONOR CENTER

D DT
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We continue to offer
Albq's best prices on:
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"We build themWe guarantee them."

QQ

.BIKING IS FUN

'·~

Monday - Saturday
Dance to

damage,'' he said. "For next
year, we've had a decline in
enrollment in the tine .arts,
vocational courses andP.E."
Ch<1rging that "pretty soon
teachers will be saying some kids
don't beiong in high school," he
scored. the proposed changes for
discriminating against smaller
school districts in the state,
Finkle also attacked use of the
American College Testing
Program (ACT) as a means of
determining whether a student
should be allowed entrance to
UNM because "research shows
tha.t not too much weight should

/

ASUNM President Announ.ces
Appointments to 5 Committt;!es
Appointments to all five interim committees
doing preliminary work for the upcoming ASUNM
Constitutional Convention were announced Monday by ASUNM President Alan Wilson.
The committees are charged with studying
specific aspects in the current student government
constitution which will be revised 'n August.
Cha.iring the interim Financial Committee will
be Orla.ndo Segura with Ron Brandes, Lynn Web·
her, Philip Phillips and Mike Roeder completing its
make-up.
'
Alfred Santistevan will head the Powers and
Balances Commiti;ee which also includes Phil
Clark, Brian Sanderoff and Joe Samora.
The Committee on ASUNM Committees will be
chaired by P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia and will also consist of S. Lori Brown, Russell Gray and Orlando
Medina.
Annetta Barnes bas been named to head the
Committee on Impeachment Proc!)dures with Jeff
Richter and Steve Schroeder set to assist her.

Requirement~~~

THE BIKE SHOP
PRO SHOP

•

ll>

"State of the Art"
Speaker Systems

·bvRTR

Menaut and Pehnsylvanla NE

·~
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Reflections. of Life In Comics & Posters:
~

.!; ·"Pulp Art" is now showing at the
ASA Gallery and will be up
through July 18. Gallery hours
are 11 a.m. to Sp.m. Monday thru
Friday, and is .located in the
SUB.

*

*

*

By Terry England
" ... With all guns screaming a
hymn of death, Captain Aero
dives at the enemy air base."
And on the cover of Captain
Aero· comics we see the good
captain bombing hell out of those
Krauts, giving them the old
what-for and teaching them the
lesson they'll never forget.
KEEP'EMF.LYIN'
Ah, the life in those simpler
times! AU we had to worry about
was Nazis and Japs a,pd how to
beat th!l pants offa them.
At least, that's what the comic
peoplll wanted us to blllievll.
Amllrica will prevail, they told
us, and showlld thll best way to
do it.
During the dark days of WWII
it was important to the little boys
that ran around hunting Nazis
under their beds to know
something was being done.
Blatant propaganda was the or·
der of the day, and it was dished
out. in quantities gr"ater than

Covered

'IJiragon

Mokors of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
O~D

TOWN

Mom's Apple
The ArrlCrican
Heroes were upstanding solid
All-American boys whose singleminded purpose was to save the
Motherland from a fate worse
than death at the hands of the
Horde.
So we have, as on the cover of
Exciting Comics no. 1, the blond
super-hero wearing a skin-tight
shirt and shorts- better to show
off
those
bulging
muscles-socking the purple-clad
badman as bug-eyed green
villians look on, {Substitute a
brown shirt for the purple, the
yellow peril for the green men
and the message is the same:

Now there
are two

TSO
locations to
serve you.

•

They
st Us .
All the comics displayed at the
show that come frpm that period
in American history have this
same mindless theme: adventure
and the good guys vs bad guys.
Sample titles: Fight Comics,
"Two-fisted adventures of men in
action;" Slam-bang Comics,
"Diamond Jack and his Magic
Gem;" Hyper Mystery Comics
with Hyper the Phenomenal,
Commodore Ambord and Disco,
the Boy Detective;. ·victory
Comics, "The fighting forces of
Uncle Sam in deadly combat!";
Superwprld Comics with Hip
Knox, super hypnotist, Buzz
Allen, the invisible avenger,
Smartie Artie and Alibi Alice;
Bang-up Comics, "Cosmo Mann's
sun-ray gun defends America."
Disco, the boy detective, points out a characteristic of those
type of comics: the Boy Hero.
One other comic on display has
Magno, a"nd a man, Davey, a boy,
standing over a fallen Hitler
saluting the American Flag
Davey holds. This not unusual,
because how else can young
readers be attracted to the
comics?
There was usually a boy hero
for every super•hero: Superman·
Superboy,
Batman-Robin,
Aquaman-Aqualad,
Captain
America-Bucky. They_ served to
show there is no reaso.n little
boys can't be super also. Even
the only real woman superhero
had her children helpers; many

'"d

times Etta Candy and her friends the Crypt, and the Vault of
at the girls sc;hool they attended Horror were the original horror
saved Wonder Woman from a magazine, the type that had P,ermaneni characters introducmg
fate still worse than death .
One of the strangest comic each story. People like the Old
covers I have ever seen is in this Witch, the Vault Keeper and ~he
Crypt Keeper. The stor1es
show. It is a Batman (no. 15) that
usually ]eft little to the
.says "keep those bullets flying"
and shows Batman behind a imagination. So, inevitably,
machine gun and Robin feeding parents got upset about all the
the cartridge belt, Both are
sml1ing to beat all hell, which 1
suppose is what they're trying to
do.
T.here are other comics from
this period, including a Shadow
("The Shadow brings terror to
Tokio") and Blue Bolt ("Krisko & blood. and gore. The only sur•
Jasper changed the color of the viving member of E~ is Mad, a~d
captured J ap and his Su b ...and it survived because 1t changed 1ts
format from a comic book to a
wa:s his face red!").
. Moving up to the fifties now, magazine. The present horror
there is· a small sample of EC magazines (Creepy, Eerie, Vam·
comics. EC is considered the best piTella) go beyond EC in blood
by some and notorious by others. and sex, so those taboos went the
Whatever, they were the main way of most taboos.
The sixties are represented by
victims of the Comics Code,
designed to keep kiddics away Marvel's Nick Fury, Agent of
Shield. They return somewhat to
from fi1 th and trash.
The Haunt of Fear, Tales From
(Continued on page 9)

AmellcQ the Simplistic

.

(Continued from P!Jge 8)

the adventure of the forties, but
with one important extra added
ingredient: emotions.
Superheroes now are.so ?~ng
up with problems of life 1t s a
wonder they can function.
Spider-man in particular. The
blurb next to the Marvel comics
in the show says that Spider-man

- ,
- -~·-·~""'--~.,

- ,...$.

is the only comic to outsell Super·
man. It then seems reasonable to
assume that somebody out there
somewhere relates to that
emotional dunderhead Peter
Parker. He has the strength of a
full-blown spider but he's a
wreck when dealing with Life.
The most notable thing about
the Shield comics is the cover

. I

'

i'

l'

'

'•

art, partic!llarly since that's all
we're allowed to see. Jim Steran·
do was the artist o[ the ones in
the top row, issues numbered 2
through 7. The wild imagination
that man has, and the covers
show it.
Comics aren't the only thing at
the show, although that may be
hard to believe as you read this
review, but I happen to like
comics.
,
There arc posters {l·om the
purveyor of sugar-coated sugar,
Walt Disney, advertising the cartoons o[ the thirties that the
Disney factory turned out. Commando Duck, where Donald
Duck becomes a soldier for the
U.S. of A., Soup's On with the
Duck and his nephews, Reason
and Emotion, where through the
use of animation Disney will
teach us all about our reason and
emotion. Disney, like comics,
tried to convince the world that
education can also be FUN!,
thereby justifyin-g their craft.
The idea of the show is a good
one. More should be added, but
space is an ever-present problem
at the gallery. Th.e entire collection belongs to Gary Carter, a
graduate student at UNM. He
should be thanked for letting the
gallery' use the material, so I will
do it now: Thank you, Gary Car·
ter.

'
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BOREDWALK
.

Lecture; "The Roles People
Play" will be the subject of the
I.ecture Under the Stars, Monday,8p.m. UNMMall.
Opera: "Falstaff" at the Santa Fe
Opera tomorrow night, 9 p.m.
Saturday night SFO presents
"Cosi Fan Tutti" 9 p.m.
Next Wednesda~. SFO presents
"Carmen," 9 p.m.
Music: Taos School of Music
student recital, Taos Community
Auditorium, Saturday, 8:30p.m.
Free.
Music; Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival will hold an op<ln rehear·
sal Saturday at the St. Francis
auditorium (Museum of N.M.) 11
a.m. Free.
The regular concert will he held
at 6 p.m. Sunday, same place.
Next Tuesday the festival will
continue with a concert at St.
John'.s College. 8 p.m.
Music: Baroque Recital, Keller
Hall, 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Drama: Albuquerque Children's
Theatre will hold more [ree
showings of "Three Tales From a
Broken Fortune bookie." Mon•
day at noon, it will be at the
downtown UMGA, and Wednesday it will be at Erna
Ferguson Library,1:30 and 2:30.
Film: · Tonight at the Guild
Theatre; "Claire's Knee," a. film
by Eric Rohmer. Call theatre for
times.
Film: "His Girl Friday, .a remake
of "The Front Page," tomorrow

•

"'z
(1)

~

and Saturday, Guild.
~
Jo'ilm: One of Branda's best ef- (1)
><
~·
forts plays at the Guild Sunday r>
and Monday: "On the Water· 0
t::l
front,'!
Film: Tuesday and Wednesday of ~·
next week the Guild presents ' <
"1'he Mouse That Roared," about t:"
0
a little country that defeats 0"
0
American military might with !:...<
li.mited
weaponry.
Sound t=
'<
familiar?
• 1-'
p
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Stills

>

1-'

Canceled

"'
-'1

01

Because of three acts ap·
pcaring in the same week ~nd lo.w
ticket sales, Stephen Sttlls will
not appear on campus this July
18.
Crystal Lei!, the promoter of
the show., cited the $703 in ticket
sales and poor scheduling as the
reason for canceling. As it stands
nOW' Stills will probably not be
back soon.
Tom Hogg, Assistant to the
Dean of Students stressed that it
was the promoter, not PEC, who
is~~~~..,-.::_...._ __ ,--.
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Open
Saturdays

Be Tempted
With the ESS-Lab Series 3

Tempest Speakers
Hear these speakers,. with the:
Sherwood 7110 Receiver
Garrard 42 M Changer
with base, cover,
Pickering cartridge

4300 Central Avenue S. E.
268·2008

FREE Rolling Papers

4410-A Central Avenue S.W.
in West Central Plaza

Sorry for the inconvenience.

831·5326

While we are presently expanding our
store we will give to each customer a FREE
pack of rolling papers, upon request.

Depend on TSO for prescription eye wear.
Convenient credi1 available.
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TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
Medicade Patients Welcome

Discontinued styl~ and coiors- 25% offtheir original price.
Sale ends July 31, or when we run out of this special group.
3107 Eubank Blvd. N. E. (In Scottsdale Village), Albuquerque

Speakers feature the famous Heil aJr
motion transformer for the most ·transparent highs.

Priced at a system special
•

Your campus sound
deale.r for 25 yedrs.

General Store

111 Harvard S.E.

Monday 10·10 Sunday 12·6

HOUSE

3011 Monte Vista N.E.
255-1695
Near the triangle at Central
,.
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each

No minimum. Copies are made .on XerQx and IBM copiers
while you wait. Machine collating, staple and bindery ser·
vice. Open 7 days a week to serve you better!

DATACO PRINTING INC •
1712 LOMAS BLVO,IIiE (Cornor of University) Phone 243-2841
HOUAS:1:30 to 7:30 Monday thru Thursday; 7:30 to 6, Friday;
8 to 5, Saturday; 10 to 2 Ofl Sundays. Come see us!
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Language Requirement ...
• (Continued from page 7)
fol' a etudent to be prepared in
~English and math."
Rou.nding out Tuesday's
testimony was UNM Secondary
Education Professor Wilson
Ivins.
Saying that "the whole approach to admission standards
here is one of parochialism," he
said it was supported "by hard
.nosQd people who bave the idlla
of making UNM an elite in·
stitution.
'Td like to see the s.ituation approached in a different manner,"
he said. ''The University should

Albuquerque high schools since
UNM droJ!ped its admission standards in math a few years back.
ASUNM President Alan
Wilson urged postponement of
the requirements (set to take effect in 1977) until a com·
prehensive study is completed.
He also stated that use of the
ACT test "affects primarily the
small, rural S!lhools in the state
with a large percentage of
students of Spanish-American
descent."
"No one is discussing the
uniqueness of this state when
they talk about higher entrance

p..,

BIG

'

BELLS
CHAMBRAY

DENIM

$14.50

lobo
MENS

SHOP
21 20 Central SE
243-6954

"We liMA GEJ strongly recommend that the Board of Regents suspend the revision of admission requirements indefinitely until the State Department of Education or a duly appointed task force conducts a compreflensive review of their instructional procedures."

be a place of diversity and, it
shouldn't commit itself to a single
pattern o[ preparation for
students who are entering it."
Wednesday's testimony came
primarily from local figures on
campus including Chester
Travelstead, ASUNM President
Alan Wilson, Education
Professor Henry CassG and two
professors representing the
math department at UNM.
Professors L.H • .Kopmans and
Richard Metzler endorsed the
reipstitution of higher entrance
requirements in math. The two.
UNM math professors presented ·
statistics which show a decrease
jn enrollment in 'the subject in

requirements," said Casso.
"Basically, we need a comprehensive study by UNM and
the state's secondary schools on
these requirements," he said. "I.
wish to repeat the recommendations ofLULAC." ·
The final speaker of the two
day, fourteen hour hearing was
Chester Travelstead.
He said the University has not
used the proposed standards to
burt high schpo]s, but is instead
attempting to take the first step
to create greater collaboration
among educational institutions.
we:re trying to say to students
and the public 'no longer does
just anything go at the Univer-

or high school to make up credit
in needed subjects,
--take the subject through the
UNM Division of Continuing
Education
--obtain a score of 20 on the
ACT test in the deficient subject
·-score an overall average of 22
on the ACT
The Entrance and Credits
Committee will meet again this
afternoon in Scholes Hall to make
. further recommendations..
The committee 'is chaired by
UNM Dean of Admissions and
Records Robert Weaver and includes representatives from the
student body, faculty and ad·
ministration.

Pornography HousesProliferate
Des.pite New City Ordinance
(Continued from page 1)
to work. out procedure in the event the ordinance is upheld.
Col. Leo C. Baca, a member of the board,
raised some eyebrows when he said the board's
meetings would be closed to the public when it
viewed such films as "Deep Throat," which
would likely be one of the board's first targets.
Baca said the board, must meet in private
because it would be disruptive to have people

watching the films al9ng with the board members. Dr. W. C. Leiding, vice chairman of the
board, said the meetings will be open to the
public and press even when hard core pornography is being viewed.
Since the Supreme Court has not resolved the
issue of pornography, Albuquerque's, ordinance
could very well end up in that forum. at this
point, both sides have adopted a wait-and-see
attitude.

NMPIRG
Meets
Governor
(Continued from page 1)
themselv~s through a democratic
election. The kind of funding
system she envisions .is merely
giving the students a license to
solicit donations but, we'd spend
more time raising money than actually doing the kind of projects
PffiG is trying to do. She's not
concerned whether the program
is adequately funded."
PIRG plans to meet · with
Regent Jarall1lllo soon to see if
they can persuade him to change
his vote. PIRG has sent a letter
to thl! Governor informing him of
their meeting with Jourdan and
asking him to make a statement
on the issue.

Sleeping bags, tents, backpacks. boots. cooking equipment.
clothing-it you nee<i it in the wilderness. Mountains & Rivers has
it. (If you're Into making It yourself, ask about our Plain Brown
Wrapper.)

..

MOUNTAINS
___..,. tZnd-

RIVERS
.2210 Central SE

268-4876

a
AM
10% Discount with Student l.D.

WBAI

7202 Menaul N.E.

293-8664.

ASUNM

sity of New Mexico,'" he said.
''This (tl)e standards) will lead to
a reassessment pf institutions
and their roles. The posture of
the University is important
psychologically."
•
Following
Travelstead's
testimony, the Entrance and
Credits Committee m~Lde its vote
endorsing deletio.n of the foreign
language portion of the proposed
requir"ements .
The eo.mmittee also voted to
endorse th.e following four alter·
natives for students who could
not meet the requirements:
...,return to TV-I. night school

,.A-~
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Laioa Claaaifieds
Da lhe Trick

DUPLICATION CENTER
Is Open All Summer
9:30 -·. 12:30
2:00-5:00
Everyday!
-·---LEGAL SE:RV1CES
.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 10c per word· per day
with a $1.00 per day minimum charge.
Terms: Payment must be
made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Deadline: Noon Wednesday
prior to publication.
Where: Marron Hall, Rm 132
or by mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P ,0. Box 20
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131

1. PERSONALS
SOME PROBLEMS l<~ave with the sunrise. U
yours W!)n't,-calt us. AGORA, 27_7-3013.
1no
PREGNANT AND N!lED l!ELP? You have
7/31
friends who ea_re at Birthright, 247-9819.
NEW GOOD CAMERA? Want to learn how to
use it !ully7 See other advertisement today in
these classifieds
about 41 Photography
Workshops",
.

2.

'

1/31

LOST & FOUND

LOST FEMALE DOG, part l~b - part setter.
Maryland tags, wearing wooden bead collar. Call
Rolly, 897·0103,
7/10

3. SERVICES·
TH!l REAL ESTATE OFFIC!l 'for the area
around UNM is University Realty, 266·9717. 8/20
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in townt Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
7/31
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION by
qualified graduate student, 266-0982.
7/10

Wanted!
Adverl;isiniJ
Sales)mrsan
The UNM Daily Lobo is
now
accepting
applications from students
interested in Advertising
Sales for the Fall
Semester, '75.
All interested Freshmen
or Sophomores should
call: 277-4002 or write:
Student Publications
Advertising
University Box 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87131

'

~--··-·

UNM Law School Clinical
Progr.;~.m oHer:; le!;a1 ,._,rvlccs !or studenU and
staff. Furnishe!d by qualified .law sl~dents under
faculty supervision. Availability limited tQ t_hosc
whose ass.;ot& and, in.come do npt. eKt:ccd
~sW.blishcd guidelines, ,50 ce·nt registrati9n fcc.
Call 271~2913 or 277·3604 !or infQrmation and ap•
polntrnen·ts. SponJ~orcd by AssQClatetl Student$ o(
UNM
tfn
PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSIIOJ'S f'ORMINO
One· or two· day inlensiw~ individulll·group in·
slrueti(]n in shooting black.· e,nd ·whtto, color, 0\Jl•
doar portraits, land;;t:apcs, any topic )'(H.I want.
Free processing or two rolls, blad<.· and ·white~
times: arr~ng(.'d; wcedcnds OK. lnqulrQ or .A·
J'holographor, 265·24H.
7/31
OETTING MARRlE[I? Our 1ow overhead $1\VC:S
you: money on jnviU1ions, napkins, and wedding
photography. CreaLive ScrvicC~ Ltd. 29(}-7930.
7/31
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTIIUSIASTIS, .~
Custom black• Md ·wbilc ptDc;:(!Sslng printing.
Fine·grain or push procf!islng of rilm, Contact
sheet-s or .custom proofs.
High quallt)'
enlargements~ mounting, et.e. Advlc:c, if as.'k,ed,
Caii2B5·2444 or come 1.017)1 Girord Blvd NE.7/31
FAMOUS QU1VIRA DOOKSHOP and Gallery I•
1JJ block rrom Johnson Gym on-Cor.ncll. Special or•
der service.
7/31
FOR' JllRE:: DODGE 12x8 ton )12 Oatbcd,
Removcabc-sides with drlvcr.longor short dlsta.n·
cc hauling $or trndc. Call Santa Fe 9~8·3057. 7/10

4.

FORRENT

DUPLEX FURNISHED 3534 Vall SE, J.bodroom,
livlngroom, ltit.thcn·dln'lng_ area. fenced yard,
ga:ragc, pet OK. Qulct.sa.re.l.Smilcs UNM on bus,
water paid 1 $135, 2Bl·5Cl84 alter- 6.
1/10
TIJE..C1TADELAPA.RTMEN,1'S • An apartment.,

c:ompleJS for the y-.oung And the young at. heart.
R~Jnts start at $135. Large. swimming pool. Ef·
ficicncics & l·bdrm available, furnished or uri·
furni!~hcd. Walking dislil.nce t.o UNM.
L520
University !<E, 243·2494.
7/31
AVAILABLE AUGUSr 1. Hugh plush Lwo·
bedroom. Fireplace, spi_ral stairs, enormous
dosets, lu:!autiful furnishings~ carpeted balconies,
double- insulated for (JUlclnCs.S. 3 blocks West. O{
campus. 1405 Gold SE, $215, utilities paid. 8420925.
7/31
FOR RENT 2-br .mobile homc1 $140 phiS deposit,
621·0896.
7/10
TilE COLUMBIAN APARTMENTS 208·209
Columbia SE. Tw() swimming pools. dishwashers.
refri_ger-ated air -and sc<:Urity, Nic:cly furnished~
One block to UNM. OM and two bedroorrt units.

5.

Xerox only 5c each
Mimeographs and Dittos
5 for 3c

FORSALE

Nrc~Ti'"l~Pitt;;;."'"'C.;-;t;rQo:

S;n;Q

Aulorevcr.sc Cb.J!illette, 29_8-322(),
7/lQ
TiiREE 10·SPEEDS,J\aleigh $12S:P.;;;g-;.;t$80,
Globe Master 2~" $5(), 898·5834.
7/10

itJ15 KTM~M;'e-d _m;wwk~ td""c~~t~4c--;;t:
160 mpw,345·5232,
7/10
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and_ J;gcst. ~;
o( lhe finF;:<st Io-:ur(lpean malw!i. _R C UALI.:ET'l''S
W011LD CI!AMPION PlCYCLES, 2122 Coal PI
S!i). 843·9378.0pen lil9 p.m.
7/3)
MOVING S·Ai~E -Color
ste-;co,~bcdrppm llt.>l;:
!urnl\ure, plant•, 255 3037.
7/10

TV.

iiUY:SE"JJ:7"~TnA-oiJCa~~~

d11rktoom ~quipemcnt. Gunru_nne'r, 3107 Ccn(ral
NE,
7/31
NIKORMA'r with 43·6GZOOM7ndC~non Tbii
with 50mmFI,fens, 260·4901.
7/10
JlltlLCO COl..OR TV Console. Good ('.ondi(ion,
$150. Cali evenings 266·2841.
"~~

6.

EMPLOYMENT

BXPEilWCE.D COOK, DISI!WASUER nc~d;j
Immediately. Apply in person 2:00.3:30, Mark's
lnt'l, 105 Stanford SE.
1/10
PART TIME JOB, gradu~~_, atudcnts only~ A(~
ternoons & evenings. Must beabl~ to work friday
& Saturday ntghtl:!~ Must b" 21 ,Years old. Apply in
J]{!rsonj' no phone ealls please. Save Way Liquor
Store, 57041Jomlls NEt
7/_31
TEACHER-1 partA.imc, rapid reading, DA plus
.teaching e~pcflcnc:e t.hl&atea, re•uma t.o REA OS,
805 Glcnway,lnglc. CA 90302.
7/10
STUDENT SPOUSE to work on Dally Lobo
production staff~ Mus(, be llb_1e to type at le11st 70
wpm. Jfour.s next. semester will be 8 p.m. to Mid·
night, Sunday through Thursday~ Amount. of time
remaining at UNM wlll be a ronsideration 13 or
ntorc: years pref!!rrtld). fo~or mort! information
come to Marron Hall, R(Jom 132 between 8:00 and
4:30p.m.

.

~

4u rupuru
Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches
Reasonable Prices
Hours Daily/ II am to 12 am

Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

8. MISCELLANEOUS
---=-,_,,__,,.--'._,.-,.-,--.,~

W_ANTEO: MAN to sing .Has~> In Darb(?rshop
Quarlet. Contact Bill BifO<!, 292·2S24, 296·0571.

$165uu 1p~.C~a:fl~T~on~y~2=55:~:6:8oo:r~M:•:ri~~~n~26:6=·4:07~0~.---=7/:IO::::::::::::::::=:=-==~~-=~:==~

7/31 ,_

R. C. HALLETT's
WORLD CHAMPION
BICYCLES
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lnnovolor Producls ond Horr Designs ore ovoiloble ot

To PEUGEOT, RALEIGH or any .other
make. Desighed by and bailt . exclusively for
Dick Hallett to be the finest smoothest riding
bicycle you can buy.
.\<'fCJftS
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2122 Coal Place S.E.
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Lloyd Thompson Starts Play For Expos Team;
Passes Up Eligibility For Another Chance
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By JoLopez

in a four•year college and could
not sign pro until he was 21 •
"I'I''S LIKE a dream eome Thompson said the Red Sox had
true." ·Lloyd Thompson was. some misunderstanding and
talking about his. being drdted thought he was enrolled in a
by the Montreal :Expos baseball junior college in New Mexico.
team in the seventeenth round of But if it had been legal, Thornthe June ·5 draft. "I've always
wanted to play'pro-baseball, and
now I have the opportunity to do
Daily Lobp
so."
Thompson left yesterday to
West Palm Beach ,where he will
play with the Expos Class A
team in the Florida State
League. The UNM baseball pson said he would have signed,
player will not play out his last He said Boston was interested in
year of college eligibility. ·
him after seeing him play with an
Thompson might never have American Legion team at a
played college ball if it had not regional baseball tournament in
been for an illegal draft of him Wichita, Kansas.
just prior to his freshman college
A starter all three of his Lobo
year. He had been drafted in 1972 baseball years, Thompson had
in the first round by the Boston batting averages of ,252 as a
Red Sox, But it was illegal freshman, ,309 his sophomore
becau.se Thompson was enrolled year, and .306 his junior year. He

Sports

Lloyd Thompson practices with the Lobos. He's now practicing-possibly playing-with the Montreal Expo's West
Palm Beach team.

played three different positions
during those three years; second
base as a freshman, shortstop as
a sophomore, and third base his
junior year, He said Montreal
had drafted him mainly as a shortstop and second baseman, but
that at the trial camp he was
asked to catch for 20 straight in~
nings, and did pretty good. Plus
they know he can pla-y third base,
and because of his height (6' 1",
180 lbs.) can also plt.y first base.
He said being able to play more
positions "made him a little more
valuable."
When he first got called about
the draft, Thompson said he was
11
thrilled" because he hadn't
thought he had that good of a
year. He said Montreal scout Red
Murff had seen him play a couple
of games here, and had said he
"liked my attitude which is one
thing he looks for beside talent.''
THOMPSON SAID that when
Coach Bob Leigh, who recruited
him to New Me;xico, found out
that he was going to sign instead
of return as a Lobo, he, didn't
seem too surprised. "He wished
me the best of luck," Thompson
said. "I told him (Leigh) that I
had to start playing when I got
tbe chance. People don't get any
younger, and not too many
people get a second chance at
something like this."
Leigh said the week after
Thompson got· drafted that he
was "happy for Lloyd." He said
playing pro ball is the "aspiration
of most of our guys and if that's
what he wants, then our blessed·
_ness goes with him."
The reason why Thompson had
not gone to Montreal earlier than
yesterday was because he had
broken his left. thumb the
weekend Red Murff was to call
Thompson to make arrangements to fly him to Montreal. Thompson was playing a game with
Crodder's Giants, a local semipro baseball team, and was
playing third base when a grounded ball was hit his way. He Went

Run For Your Life; Live Longer
By Jonny Stein
points in one week you are con"Run for your Life." That's the sidered physically fit."
natpe of the newly-formed inGonzales feels that the
tramural program that meets Aerobics program is very good,
every weekday morning at 7 a.m. but "Cooper doesn't stress other
onthe field east of Johnson pool.
things, like diet and exercise,
"The purpose," said instructor enough." It is Gonzales' opinion
Richard Gonzales, ''is as the that .running alone is not enough.
name implies: to assure a longer ""One must also have a welland better life."
balanced diet and exercise, not
After a brief warm•up period, only here but at home, too."
to decrease the chances of tight·
·ness, the class jogs a mile, "but
Gonzales is very pleased with
only if they can. If they can't run the way things are going .•
a mne at first then the thing to do . ~'Everyone,'' he said, "has im·
is slowly work up to it."
proved in an unbelievably short
The format of the class is . period."
1/ased on the Aerobics program,
Nancy Crow, one of the
established by Dr. Kenneth joggers, said she is, 11basically
Cooper, an Air Force doctor from trying ,to become physically fit,
rexas. "This program, now being and ·running is one good way of
used by. all service organizations doing it. This has helped me in
and millions oi Americans, is more ways than one. I don't get
based on a chart system." Gon- so tired doing other things like
zales pointed. out that "by run- swimming and tennis. It has also
ning a specified distance in a cer· given me self-confidence."·
Debbie Foster, who joined the
tain amount of time you get poin·
ts. As soon as you achieve 30 class in response to a leaflet, in·.

sisted that .she hates running,
"but I feel it is something I must
do to keep in shape; and, it's so
much easier when running with
other people!'
This writer is also in the class
and it has made a difference. I
feel more energetic during the '
day and can keep my tennis game
going for a much longer period of
time.
Gonzales is right when he says
his is a sure and healthy way to
lose weight. "It takes a little
longer than a crash diet, but it's
much healthier , 11
Gonzales said It's not too late if
anyone. wants to start running.
He is always excited to see new
faces. "To me this is a sign that
people enjoy life and want to do
s~mething to keep enjoying it for
as long a.s they can."
For more information call the
Intramural Department at 2774347 and ask .for Richard Gon~
zales.

for it. grabbed it, but the hall also
got him. Thompson knew
something was wrong with his
hand, but did not realize his
thumb was broken. He continued
playing, and when it was his turn
to bat, he decided to bunt not.
knowing h6w his hand would feel.
He was at two strikes and then
he decided ''I'd just swing at it
and did and I had a double.'' The
next day his hand was in a cast,
But Thompson said "sometimes
when your hand hurts, you concentrate a lot bett.er.'' He
recalled last fall when he broke
his arm: "The day after my cast
was off, I hit better than ever
before."
Thompson was able to play
again this weekend when Crodder's Giants was entered in a
City Baseball Leag\)e tournament, The Giants were supposed to win the tournament, but
did not even make it to the
semifinals. Thompson d.id make a
homerun, though, in one of the
games.
Montreal called Thompson
again this Monday to see how he
was playing and decided to fly
him to Montreal's Farm camp on
Wednesday for a trial before
reporting to the W.est Palm
Beach team. He said he was
called again on Tuesday, and
they told him they were going to
fly him directly to West Palm
Beach instead. Thompson told
me, "I've been promoted
already" and was quite happy
over the Expos decision.
THOMPSON GOT his start as
a baseball player when he ·came
to New Mexico as a youngster.
He moved here with his family
from Texas where the sport was
football. "In Texas, they didn't.
even have baseball in high
school." He was in the seventh
grade when he moved, and
·arrived just in time for spring
sports. He first went out for
track and field, but "didn't like
running around in circles/' so
quit after the second Hay. The
next day he went out for
baseball. As a seventh grader he
was on Grant Junio.r High's varsity baseball team.
A graduate of Sandia High, in
1972, he was named Sandia's
Most Valuable Player in football,
and was named to the All-City
team in both football and baseball
that same year. Thompson said if
he hadn't taken up baseball, football would have been his sport.
Upon graduating from Sandia,
Thompson got baseball scholarship offers from UNM ·and New
Mexico State. He said he decided
to come to UNM because it was
"a much better program. The
competition is a lot better.
Besides, it's nice when you have a
local kid go to an in-town schooL''
He said he liked it at UNM. "I
started for three years; that
helped."
Thompson said his most rewarding experience playing baseball
at UNM was one game with
Arizona this past season. "We
were losing 5-2, and I ha-d a triple
with bases loaded to tie the
score." Another time he came
through for the Lobos was again'st Illinois. "Coach Leigh, our
starting pitcher and five other
guys on our team were from
Illinois. We had played them five
games and they were ahead three

Lloyd Thompson

games to two. We were losing in
the ninth inning and I got a hit to
tie the score. In the last inning, I
got another hit to win the game.''
PLAYING WITH New Mexico
has "allowed me to play against
some tough competition. I've
faced some of the top pitching in
the nation every year I've been
here,"
Thompson said a big influence
in his -interest in baseball was
Clyde King, a one-time pitcher in
the big leagues and now manager
of the Atlanta Braves. King grew
up with Thompson's parents, and
when he would visit his relatives
in North Carolina as a kid, he·
would also visit witb King. "He
used to talk to me about baseball.
he would teach me batting prac·
tice and showed me all kinds of
plaques and trophies in his den."
He said "King was the athlete I
looked up to the most. He gave
· me a little push when I was
young."
"I'm going to play baseball as
long as I can, until I'm old and
gray," said Thompson. He said
h~'s going to "try to finish
school," but it all depends on
whether he will be playing win·
ter ball or not. He is majoring in
recreation, and said he "enjoys
working with kids in sports.'' He
has helped Coach Leigh with his
sum mel' baseball camps for
youngsters a couple of years.
If these youngsters also have
aspirations of becoming pro
baseball players someday, it may
be because of Lloyd Thompson.

Nevv. Mexico's tennis coach
Tom Pucci has decided to
leave his winning tennis
team for the University of
Arkansas tennis team. Puc·
ci led the Lobos to a 15-6
won .. lost record during
1975, his first and final year
as head coach of the Lobos.
Pucci had planned lots of
reorganizing and mote success for his tennis team,
but now it'll be Arkansas,

